Investigation of bismuth borate glass system modified with barium for structural and gamma-ray shielding properties.
In the present paper, transparent and non-toxic Bi2O3-B2O3 glasses doped with BaO have been prepared by the authors which may replace the standard radiation shielding concretes and lead based commercial glasses for gamma ray shielding applications. The effects of BaO on the structural and optical properties of the prepared glass system have been investigated by Raman, FTIR and UV-Visible techniques. It has been observed that barium plays the role of a modifier and it is responsible for conversion of triangular [BO3] units to tetrahedral [BO4] units along with formation of non-bridging oxygen and increase in ionic character. It also improves the radiation shielding abilities of the glass system. The mass attenuation coefficients for gamma-ray photons at 662 keV energy by using 137Cs radioactive source have been measured by employing narrow beam transmission geometry. This was accompanied by theoretical computation of mass attenuation coefficients in the wide photon energy range varying from 1 keV to 100 GeV. It has been found that values of mean free path and tenth value layer decrease whereas, density and effective atomic number increase with the increase of barium oxide content. As compared with barite concrete and commercial shielding glass RS-360, our prepared Bi2O3 - BaO - B2O3 glasses have shown better gamma ray shielding properties. This implies that the prepared glass system is a better gamma ray absorber and it has the potential for use in gamma-ray shielding applications.